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Toyota dealers love our 86
Supercharged: it has all the good
qualities of the company’s sexy
rear-wheel-drive sports coupe, and
none of the bad.
The bad – and it’s a relative term – is
that a stock 86 lacks punch. Up here on
the Reef owners avoid robot races but
the good news is that when it gets to
the twisty bits the 86 really shines.
Freeway Toyota is the second

Sole agencies:

franchised dealer to bring us an 86 for
supercharging, and the total number of
converted vehicles now exceeds 25.
Freeway were impressed by our
attention to detail and the reliability
that comes with our focus on research
and development. Toyota’s own long
term durability testing (now
approaching 200 000 km) on a car we
built for them has been trouble-free…
Freeway has gone for a number of

extras, including A-Line wheels shod
with 225/45/17 Continental rubber,
Eibach 20mm drop kit, and colour-coded
brake calipers as a finishing touch
(which we can offer to all customers,
irrespective of make). So Freeway’s 86 is
ready for track action – which is where
we regularly bump into 86 Supercharged
owners!
Rob Green

PRODUCT FOCUS

A PRIOR ARRANGEMENT
WE’RE PLEASED TO CONFIRM that
we’ve been appointed South African
agent for Prior Design, a German
company which specialises in the
design, development and manufacture
of exclusive aerodynamic body kits.
Aggressively sporty, Prior Design
offers visual tuning packages for the
German ‘Big Four’ as well as
Lamborghini, Ferrari, Bentley and
Jaguar. A high quality
fibreglass/Duraflex mix provides the

best of both worlds: the ease of
painting that comes with the former,
and the slight flexibility, durability and
resistance to damage that is a feature
of the latter.
We can supply a wide range of
enhancements for F30 3-series and
other current-generation BMW
products, virtually the entire gamut
Mercedes-Benz models (including the
SLS and the all-new GT), and also the
Audi TT, A5, R8 and Q7.

What better place to show off our
330kW FJ Cruiser Supercharged
than Bela-Bela? Jacques “The
Stiglet” Joubert took a trip to the
famous resort town for the Kyknet
Outdoor Expo, and he even slept
in a sleeping bag and made his
very own fire! Get a taste here:
https://vimeo.com/139452753

GIVE IT GAS

Hot air…that’s what Spring is all
about, right? Indeed it is and with
the ambient air getting much
hotter, you’ll want to get that hot
air out of the engine as quickly as
possible. That’s why October is
exhaust month, and we’re
focussing on our Stainless Steel
systems, which are available in
diameters up to 63 mm.
Our affordable high-performance
solution, the RGM stainless solution
uses hydraulically-bent 409 stainless
steel, carefully routed to achieve
the best possible power gain. In just
two days, we’ll add a great sound,
extra horsepower (more if you go
for the optional dyno-tune) and
some kerbside status to your car.
Talk to our technical sales team
about the October special on RGM
SS exhausts.

EVERY CAR NEEDS WHEELS and there’s
no easier way to personalise yours than
with a set of distinctive alloys that suit
your style. With no less than 140 in the
A-Line Wheels catalogue, all of which

are available from RGMotorsport, we
can add wheels (with or without tyres)
to your service, upgrade or tuning
session. Think of it a birthday present
for your car.

FAMILY FAVOURITE
Andy and Caroline Gillies love their 86 Supercharged! Careful
planning got them exactly what they wanted. Andy explains:
WE’VE ALWAYS ENJOYED more sporty
type vehicles and having had a selection
of sports cars over the years it came as
no surprise to find us looking at the 86
when it came time for us to become a
two car household.
With its front engine rear wheel drive
layout, poised handling and well set up
suspension, it reminded me of the fun
I’d had in my modified Manta i200. The
fact we don’t need a useable rear seat
meant Toyota’s stunning-looking coupe
was a real option and we were soon
proud owners.
The car was everything we expected.
It was subtly marketed by Toyota as a
track car and it wasn’t long before we
were considering doing just that. Never
having tracked before we were
understandably nervous and decided to
visit Zwartkops during their SuperTrax
Sundays. This would allow us to get an
idea of what it was all about.

Our first visit had at least another six
Toyota 86’s there and it wasn’t long
before we were chatting to the
owners and being made to feel very
welcome.
The RGMotorsport 86 was also
present and we got talking to Rob
about the modifications he’d made to
his vehicle and also why he’d made
them.
It’s all very well modifying a vehicle
for the track but for us our 86 had to
be able to be used daily and that also
meant reliability. Rob was very open
about the work he’d carried out and
the pros and cons. I’d never really
considered supercharging and had
grown used to the 86’s slightly
asthmatic performance at altitude, but
when Rob offered us a ride around
Zwartkops…well, the difference was
amazing!
READ MORE

SQUEAKY CLEAN

When is a car wash not just a car
wash? When it’s a Hurricane Car
Wash, that’s when. We (The Stiglet
and the gorgeous Aurélie Cooper)
had a memorable Sunday at the
Max my Ride-sponsored event at
Hurricane on Sunday September
20, the Fontainebleau facility
awash – pardon the pun – with car
enthusiasts. One of the main
attractions was our display of our
evergreen BMW E92 M3 with
wide-body kit, which has become a
legend in its own lifetime, and a
pair of Golf7 Rs. One was our very
hot version which is running 11.6
quarter mile times, the other a less
radically tuned version owned by
VPS Midrand, our official body
protection partner.

MEET THE TEAM:

RADICAL RANGER
OUR S2 CONVERSION for the
Ford Ranger 3.2 turbodiesel is
out! In addition to a stainless
steel performance exhaust,
software upgrade and serviceable
free-flow air filter which makes
up the S1, we now add a hybrid
turbocharger (which produces
higher boost), and an enlarged
intercooler to cope.
The end result is 192kW and
580Nm – which makes the stock
numbers of 147 and 470 seem
kinda tame...

Adolf is one of our highly-skilled
exhaust builders and a
long-standing employee of
RGMotorsport. When it comes to
bending and fabricating the pipes
in the best way possible, he’s the
man!

We're proud to do business with the following partners: Stigworx, BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, MGSA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes,
Technizone, Eibach suspension, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Bandit Signs, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins and Sajco

